Dissipative structures induced by spin-transfer torques in nanopillars.
Macroscopic magnetic systems subjected to external forcing exhibit complex spatiotemporal behaviors as result of dissipative self-organization. Pattern formation from a uniform magnetization state, induced by the combination of a spin-polarized current and an external magnetic field, is studied for spin-transfer nano-oscillator devices. The system is described in the continuous limit by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. The bifurcation diagram of the quintessence parallel state, as a function of the external field and current, is elucidated. We have shown analytically that this state exhibits a spatial supercritical quintic bifurcation, which generates in two spatial dimensions a family of stationary stripes, squares, and superlattice states. Analytically, we have characterized their respective stabilities and bifurcations, which are controlled by a single dimensionless parameter. This scenario is confirmed numerically.